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VIS 2;
Intro to art making: Motion and time based

(“A question of the body and its reflections as gesture”)
Lectured by Ricardo Dominguez



re: http://asgesture.blogspot.com

“A question of the body and its reflections as gesture” (lectured 
by Ricardo Dominguez) aimed to construct an art historical 
framework for the enactment and analysis of five performance art 
propositions, over the course of ten weeks, or a quarter term 
at UCSD.  The five gestural prompts devised by Ricardo acted 
as a platform to unpack implications of certain contemporary 
social phenomena, as considered/intervened in by performance art 
propositions enacted from the early twentieth century to today.

Section meetings were structured to support student exploration 
of the five performance gestures through discussions structured 
to unpack each assignment prompt, individual meetings (to 
offer feedback on and help troubleshoot aspects of proposed 
student performance propositions), leading to collective 
“critique” conversations around traces (whether photographic or 
material) presented of each section participant’s performative 
proposition.  In the following pages, we will consider the 
process behind one realization of Gesture three, as a case 
study.

To unpack Gesture three assignment prompt, as articulated by 
Ricardo in the passage above, we considered in detail two 

performance gestures that involved an action in relation to 
a material form: the disintegration of a self (portrait) 

through the act of bathing (Janine Antoni’s “Lick and 
Lather”); and the (barely noticeable, in terms of its 

results, but none-the-less profound) displacement of a sand 
dune, one spoonful at a time (Francis Alys’ “When Faith 

Moves Mountains”).  We pondered the etymology of the verb 
“to make” (macian-Old English, from Proto-Indo European mag, 

“to knead, mix or make”) later moving toward post-dot-com 
transformations of the concept.

To develop performance gestures formed around acts of 
“making,” the students of section A01 were grouped, taking 

into consideration what I could perceive of their interests 
and other personality factors, based on my knowledge of 

the students’ earlier project presentations and their 
contributions to class discussions.

Jacob and Ryan, a biology and and a media major, were 
partnered for the assignment, in consideration of balancing 

the students’ familiarity with documentation procedures 
(i.e. recording and editing video) with affinities between 

the students’ earlier-articulated project proposals.   



We hear an orchestra warming up as the camera zooms out 
from an establishing shot of the building that houses the 
San Diego Museum of Art, to the North of the stage of the 
Pavillion where the camera is set.  The frame of video soon 
reveals a grouping of objects organized atop the stage: 
a lone glass bottle, a cardboard box, three tin cans, a 
plastic bin (such as is used to collect waste material), a 
large glass jar, and, once more, a lone glass bottle.  The 
video cuts between brief close-up shots of each object atop 
the stage’s surface, transitioning to a still view of the 
stage from the vantage point of an audience member.

The orchestra calms.  A lone figure dressed in a semi-formal 
shirt and pants walks from stage right to center.  He pauses 
at the container, picks up a pair of drumsticks, and begins 

to tap a slow rhythm on the top of the over-turned waste 
bin.  Another figure, dressed in black attire, walks in from 

stage left, passing behind the central drummer to pick up 
and begin drumming the lone glass bottle on stage right.  
More figures enter the frame, clones of the two drummers 

already on-stage.  They each arrive at the additional on-
stage objects and join the drummers playing objects that 

appear to be scavenged from a waste bin, complicating the 
simple rhythm.



re: http://youtu.be/cWOt9TKKJZU



In Ryan’s words:

from: http://asgesture.blogspot.mx/2012/02/ryan-brady-ges-
ture-three.html



VIS 3;
Intro to art making: Three Dimensional Practices

(“Intro to Sculpture”)
Lectured by Anya Gallaccio



Section A14 of “Intro to Sculpture” (lectured by Anya 
Gallacio) was organized as a series of conversations around 
students’ exploration(s) of materiality--i.e. the presence 
and absence of physical material--in the construction 
of art propositions, and also considering implications 
associated with the use of specific materials. In-class 
workshops, contextualized by art-historical information 
offered in Anya’s lectures, built toward to the presentation 
of assignment prompts, which lead to the development of four 
separate student investigations considering different aspects 
of what it is to be material/ized in the form of an artwork.  

Staring with an exercise enacted during the first meeting, 
in which students would record a selection of ten “things” 

which should “NEVER” be used to build a sculpture (which 
built toward the students’ first assigment, in which 

the lists were recombined to guide the development of 
a sculpture constructed of said materials), students 

explored a wide spectrum of strategies for joining material 
components in a sculpture (the second assignment), those 
considering the operation of space in three-dimensional 

artworks (the third), the class culminated with the 
development of projects designed to consider a viewer’s full 
sensory experience of the work; to engage sensory pathways 

(i.e. aural, tactile, gustory, olfactory) in addition to the 
optical-neural. 



The assignment prompted numerous explorations of how 
material may invite viewer participation and collective 
reflection.  For example, how may objects and materials 
be organized to provoke the composition of an abstract 
painting with the use of a tool that is not commonly used 
for painting, but rather wood construction?  How might 
“Souvenir Stand” that vends objects recalling Auschwitz’s 

gates elicit critical thinking about the complexities of 
history tourism in relation to the referent site? How might 
materials be organized to provoke reflection on our species’ 
cognitive capacity to “project” onto objects, to produce 
some imagined(or -ary) effect in the world?    



VIS/ICAM 40;
Introduction to Computing in the Arts
(“Between the Virtual and the Real”)

Lectured by Brett Stalbaum



http://languageisavirus.com/
cutupmachine.html#.UUnwgnAptWh

Sections A05 and A06 of Introduction to Computing in the 
Arts: “Between the virtual and the real” (lectured by Brett 
Stalbaum) developed around student explorations of “site,” 
as a platform for learning computing operations involved in 
media and website production.  
In one sense, the term (“site”) signifies a specific 
geographic referent, coded as a pair of coordinates 
and which may be inscribed or further coded with the 
introduction of certain socio-political interests and/
or pressures.  In computing, “site” operates as pure code 
(Hypertext Markup Language), hosted by a web server.  Play 
between “site-as-geographic-location (charged with certain 
social interests)” and “site-as-code” informed the students’ 
first two assignments, which explored HTML and computing 
programs used for the production of digital media, whether 
image (Photoshop), sound (Audacity) or video (iMovie or 
Final Cut). 

   

Prior to the first section meeting, I requested1 that 
the students take time to walk to the lab where section 

meetings would take place.  They were asked to record notes 
describing their journey in terms of relative directions 

and send a document based on these notes to my email 
address prior to the first section meeting.  Extracts from 
the documents I received were used to generate a compiled 

set of directions, which were navigated virtually (i.e. in 
Google Maps street view, starting from a site within view 
of Mandeville Center, where the lab was located) through 

an exercise on the first day of class, aiming to generate a 
network of “sites” to be investigated through field and desk 
research, which would inform the development of (1) an HTML 
document, and (2) image/sound/video files to be experienced 

by the class using a freeware android application developed 
to support locative media projects (Hipergeo, http://www.

hipergeo.net/).  

1  via email and on a blog constructed for the course: http://com-
puartes.wordpress.com/2012/09/30/direcciones-para-llegar/



Through the introductory exercise, Cecilia, a Biology + 
Media double major, arrived at a site on La Jolla Shores 
Drive, very near the Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
(SIO), an academy that has been key in the development of 
climate science (e.g. a researcher based at SIO was the 
first to confirm the build-up of Carbon Dioxide in Earth’s 
atmosphere).

A graphic novel enthusiast who was closely familiar with SIO 
research, Cecila structured her projects around a narrative  
drawing on “speculative theories about the future of Earth’s 

oceans1” to simulate the state of the ocean at the site of 
La Jolla Shores in the year of 2212.

1  http://compuartes.wordpress.com/2012/10/24/la-jolla-shore-near-
scripps/ 



The html document Cecilia produced in response to Project 1 
assignment prompt1 unscrolls as a series of journal entries, 
emails and chatlogs composed in the year 2212 by one member 
of a scientific research team investigating the site of what 

was formerly La Jolla Shores.  The structure of the page, 
along with the density of information contained within in 

one sense, serves as evidence, supporting a sense that the 
narrative is based on factual information, until the reader 

arrives at a disclaimer located at the foot of the page.

1 http://compuartes.wordpress.com/2012/10/03/between-map-and-surface-
linking-realvirtual-space-re-project-1/ ; the assignment prompt is ex-
tended at http://compuartes.wordpress.com/2012/10/10/re-between-map-and-
surface-project-1/ 



Further evidence supporting the narrative’s believability 
came with the reception of the media that Cecilia developed 
for Project 21, a locative media project purposing android 
handsets as a device through which geographically-
triggered media may be received.  For the project, Cecilia 
selected ten geographic points around the UCSD campus that 
would trigger receipt of image files.  The files appear to 
be scanned from material remainders of the team’s work 
uncovering the site of La Jolla Shores.  The geographic 
coordinates used to evoke the files refer to the exact 
locations where notes were made by the narrative’s central 
character, Bayne.   

1  http://compuartes.wordpress.com/2012/11/02/transposition-site-as-
code-to-site-as-geographic-coordinates-project-2/ 



VIS 111
Structures of Art

(“_____-as-laboratory”)
lectured by Teddy Cruz



re: http://aslaboratory.wordpress.com/about/

“Structures of Art” explored questions around the role of 
art practice in the face of contemporary socio-cultural 
shifts, through the development of four “interventions” 

responding to a certain issue or phenomena across global, 
regional, and municipal scales, eventually arriving at the 

scale of the body.

A digital portfolio1 produced at the end of the term 
provided the students with space to reflect on and analyze 

the four scalar investigations they each developed over the 
quarter.  Two examples of student portfolios are distilled 

across the spreads that follow:  

1  http://aslaboratory.wordpress.com/final-portfolio/










